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will be imposed. However, material found unacceptable or
unsuitable in their opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including Letters to the Editor, must
include the name and address of the auttior. Names will be
withheld upon request. Views appearing in the Anchor do

not necessarily reflect those of the administration, faculty
or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of the Anchor editorial board.
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Library Expansion
Threatened?
by Ron Stetson

The library at R.I.C. is, as many
people h~ve already noted, sorely
in need of improvement. The list of
necessary refurbishments for the
library is a sizeable one, including
things as small as a· hum in the
lights to things as large as an
electronic detection device to
prevent theft. Anyone:s list -0f
improvements for the hbrary, no
matter how large, must certainly
be headed by the need for space.
Adams Library•shrinks drastically
with each new academic year.
The R.I.C. library presently has
a 650 seating capacity for study.
There are now 8,000 students at
R.I.C., 6,000 more than were
enrolled in 1963 when the library

opened. The 650 study spaces were
enough to seat approximately onethird of the 1963 enrollment, a
to the
acceptable
fraction
American Library Association.
With 110 greater a study capacity
and 6,000 more students, Adams
now falls way below the accepted
standards.
In addition to the need for study
space, Adams Library is in danger
of running out of room for books. At
present Adams contains approximately 175,000volumes with a
capacity for 300,000. The college
acquires 16,000 new volumes a
year. At this rate, shelf space for
new. books will be exhausted by
1985.
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The Nixon-Pardon

Last week in this space we stated first press conference on August
our belief that President Ford 27th tha·t although he reserved final
a decision on the matter, he would
grant
inevitably
would
Special
with
not interfere
Richard
pardon
Presidentiai
Nixon's way only after the legal Prosecutor Jaworski's duty to
system had established proof of move ahead through the courts as
wrongdoing, whether it be in open he best saw fit. And when he was
secret asked several months ago while
through
or
court
negotiations which would lead to a still Vice-President whether he
guilty plea on at least one count. would grant a full .pardon to Mr.
This seemed the most reasonable Nixon should he leave office, Mr.
and appropriate course of action to Ford said - "I do not think the
take on an admittedly tough issue, public would stand for it."
In granting Mr. Nixon a full
because it would have established
wrongdoing on Nixon's part once pardon this past Sunday in a hasty
and for all while allowing com-_ and surprise decision, President
passion and mercy in an eventual Ford has committed a grave inpresidential pardon to conclude the justice to the idea of equality under
case. President Ford had given the law which is supposed to be at
every indications that this would ·the heart of the American system
probably be the chain of events, of law and government. The chief
especially when he stated in his perpetrator of Watergate and a

host of other .calumnies goes scotfree, while all those who were
acting in his name an~ often at bis
direct initiative go to jail one by
one. It makes for an absolute
mockery of justice and fair play,
an action which all Americans of
fairness and conscience cannot
help but to be embarrassed and
angered by. It is a worse affront
than the Agnew deal.
After such a blundering move
President Ford should now consider pardoning everyone connected with the Watergate affair,
since it is patently unfair that
anyone should suffer in jail while
Richard Nixon basks away at Casa
Pacifica, now totally removed
from the obligation to own up to his
flagrant misdeeds as_President of
the United· States.

Public Enemy No. I
Whatever the disagreements, a economic policy in the world
of
with a degree
clear consensus from last week's market
first economic "mini-summit" at cooperation and consultation that
the White House affirmed the fact is unprecedented in scope. In the
that the United States is currently last year, most evidently in the
in its sixth recession since World - Arab oil price boost, the world
War II, and the worst this country economy has switched from a
has suffered since the slump of buyer's to a seller's market. Our
1957-58. With inflation running present economic system, which
between 10 and 13 per cent, was sustained through steady
unemployment figures hovering growth as well as cheap and
resources,
around 5.3 per cent of the nation's abundant
natural
work force, and a plummeting bear particularly in meeting our soaring
market on Wall St. (contrary to energy needs, is no longer capable
expectations,-the stock market has of insuring growth and prosperity
What the
dropped 99 points since the start of without inflation.
Administration),
Ford
the
democratic economies of the world
President Ford was no sooner in need desperately right now is
office than he labeled inflation, another John Maynard Keynes:
another
"Public Enemy No. 1," and called the system
needs
for the creation of a "national revamping and overhaul to meet
battle plan" to deal with the the new demands crowding in on
growing problem.
all of us.
What must be done most imWith the prospect ahead calling
for increased inflation, production mediately? Right now there is a
and rising unemstagnation
table of economic experts offering
ployment, there can be no denying partial remedies and stop-gap
that the state of the economy is the measures. No one is promising
and pressing
miracles; in fact, most agree that
most serious
domestic issue confronting the hard times are going to be with us
new administration. Moreover, the for at least another year or two
of what is done.
problem is international in scope, regardless
affecting all the non-Communist. Tinkering with the economy is a
economies of the world. For the slow and delicate process.
The economists at last week's
first time in quite a while the word
"depression" is actually being. White House meeting agreed on
mentioned, and a government plan action in several areas. Cuts in the
to provide jobs as unemployment Federal budget are an obvious
tises through next year (perhaps necessity, and President Ford has
above 7 per cent) only adds to an pledged to keep fiscal '75's budget
below $300 billion, with some cuts
omnipresent sense of gloom.
Students of the dull science of coming in the usually sacrosanct
economics are somewhat at a loss area of defense spending. Still at
in prescribing the necessary cure issue, is whether or not the infor the problem of inflation. While dependent Federal Reserve Board
all admit that some inflation is should loosen the tight money
to the Keynesian . restrictions which have caused
endemic
monetary system fashioned after record-high interest rates and a
of
constriction
the great bust of 1929-30, the subsequent
present situation shows we are in a available credit. The majority of
recession with a decline in real the conservative economists now
output and a concomitant rise in surrounding Ford are holdovers
unemployment figures, yet in- from the Nixon administration,
flation continues to increase. The and their answer to inflation has
between been the old • time religion of
tradeoff
expected
unemployment and inflation hasn't government economy: - a tight
happened, and it has the experts monetary policy and a restricted
stumped. A peculiar kind of budget to reduce demand. Since
is its 1971 the Federal Reserve Board
recession, -"stagflation"
name - stagnation in output plus has kept a realtively tight lid on
money and credit growth. This has
inflation.
President Ford's plans for· an caused a jump in interest rates
economic summit later this month that has crippled the housing and
business in this
(where the proposals put forth by construction
and has hampered
economists and the leading figures country
from labor and business in this business and manufacturing ex.country at each of the preceeding pansion, since money for new plant
mini-summits will be hammered and equipment needs has been
into working guidelines for action),
demonstrates the unprecedented
scope and complexity of the
economic problem. Government
cannot do the job alone in a free
market system. What is required is
nothing less than a concerted effort
between government, labor and
management across ~II sectors of
the economy. And because the
the
problem is international,
United Stat.es and its European
partners will. have to coordinate

to come by through
hard
borrowing. An easing of monetary
policy has been widely advocated
by liberal economists, though most
agree that this should be done
gradually. It is about time for such
a change.
Other measures which have been
advocated include an end to
sacred-cow programs designed to
keep prices high, the expansion of
employment
public-service
programs, an end to tax loopholes
for oil companies and the rich, and
a tax cut of 6 to 8 billion dollars to
low-income
give medium-and
families some relief from the infla tioQ that· has depleted the
average paycheck some 4.6 per
cent in less goods and services it
now can buy, as opposed to one
year ago.
The reimposition of wage and
price controls has also been
espoused by some, but President
Ford has gone on record already to
the effect that whatever program
the government eventaully comes
up with, it will not include wageand-price controls, which are
anathema to the economic con:
servatives who have most access
to the President's ear. Instead of
the
controls,
wage-and-price
government intends to lean toward
what it calls "jawboning," which is
part monitoring of price increases,
part good faith. It is doubtful that
effective
such a tactic will prove 1;1n
counterforce to the steady demand
increases
for wage-and-price
occur
which will inevitably
through the coming months.
Already, General Motors and now
Chrysler have announced big new
increases in the price of new cars.
Although jawboning got General
Motors to lower its increase
somewhat,- that did not prevent
Chrysler from adding additional
costs just last week. On the labor
front, George Meany has said that
wage increases will have to be
forthcoming in the months ahead
to meet price jumps. Wage-andprice controls are a drastic step in
a free market system, admittedly,
but they do work. If other
measures cannot halt the wageprice spiral in the coming months,
some sort -of wage-and price
will be necessary.
controls
W.1atever anathema they may be
to economic Adam Smiths, they
to be increasingly
appear
necessary in an economy that can
no longer sustain its past level of
yearly growth.

_ .....

Library Expansion
Responding to this growing need,
our college petitioned the Board of
Regents in what Dr. Willard calls
" ... the orderly process that has
the
for
established
been
preparation and forwarding of
recomdevelopment
capital
mendations to the Regents and to
the state administration."
Eventually a four item bond
issue was accepted by both the
Regents and state ·administration
on which the Adams Library extension occupied the first priority
position. Second priority on the
bond is a Marine Science Library
at U.R.I. An addition to the Blackstone Junior College Campus
occupied the third priority, with
the Davies Project appearing as
the fourth item. The Board of
Regents' fifth priority (from their
list of sixteen for 74-75) is an addition to Roberts Hall which does
r.ot appear on the bond. The bond
was set at four items·.
Some time after the bond was
set, the Mackal Project, a hockey
rink at U.R.I., was added. The
Mackal Project is, in the words of
Dr. Charles Willard, President of
R.I.C., " ... no longer called by
that name."
was
Project
The Mackal
originally to be funded by selfliquidating revenue bonds, which
means the revenue from the
project would pay for the bonds.
After a study of the projected
revenue of the building, however, it
was decided that the building
would not pay for itself and the
idea of revenue bonds was dropped. The Mackal Project now
appears as the fifth priority item

_
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on the present bond as a ComEducational
munity Physical
Project.
The fact that the hockey rink is
the fifth priority item does not
change the weight it carries in
terms of its overall effect on the
acceptance or denial of the total
bond. There is only one lever to pull
in the voting machine. As far as the
taxpayers who v9te are concerned,
it is all or nothing. As far as the
Adams Library is concerned, it's
all five items or a small library.
When the Mackal Forum was
added to. the bond issue, Dr.
Willard expressed his chagrin to
the Board of Regents in the form of
a letter to Mr. Carlo.tti. the
chairman of that board. In his
relayed
Dr. Willard
letter
at the Regents'
discomfiture
sudden addition of the Mackal
Forum to an already set bond
package. The Mackal Forum
constitutes a request for $1,400,000
more from the voters.
What concerned. Dr. Willard
most was that the addition of the
forum came about in a manner
other than the established one. Dr.
Willard expressed his faith in the
established procedure and said he
hoped ". . . the present disruption
was wellof this procedure
meaning ... " and that he was " ...
sure that it will not serve as a
precedent for similar efforts in the
the
Apparently,
future."
legislature had voted in favor of
the forum's inclusin in the bond (a
move recommended by Governor
Noel), after which the Regents
approved it 14to 1 with Susan Shaw
(the student member) the only

dissenting vote. The Board of
Regents is a body appointed by the
Governor.
In his letter, Dr. Willard also
made known his "particular
sensitivity" to the issue, since the
Roberts Hall extension had been
the fifth priority item and was " ...
obviously bumped by the addition
of the 1,400,000dollars to be used
for-the U.R.I. facility." Until its
unorthodox inclusion in the bond as
the fifth priority, the Mackal
Forum did not appear on the
Regents' sixteen item priority list
for 1974-75.
In Mr. Carlotti's response to Dr.
Willard, he explained that " ... the
capital development program is a
statewide program with final
determination as to the proposed
bond resting in the Executive
·Office." Aside from this statement,
Mr. Carlotti's response to Dr.
Willard was evasive. In Mr.
Carlotti 's own words to Dr.
Willard, he acknowledged that his
" ... brief response only scratches
the surface of the number of
concerns you (Willard) :caised... "
(You will find a reprint of each
letter below.)
The fact remains that the bond
issue does contain the Mackal
Forum under a different name as
part of the whole single-vote
package. When Dr. Nazarian was
asked how he felt about the
situation, he said with som'e conviction, "Well, we've never lost a
bond yet." Dr. Willard also embraces this optimistic tone, as if an
undefeated record would somehow
be an insurance of good fortune at
the polls.

College Budget Problems
on the Way:
Willard Says Tuition In.crease
to he Considered
The Board of Regents has
directed each of the state's three
of higher
public institutions
education to cut their budgets for
next year, which will most likely
mean • a tuition increase next
September. RIC has submitted a
budget of $15.Smillion to the Board
of Regents for fiscal 1975-76, an
increase of 25.9 percent. Governor
Noel has opposed the kind of
enlarged budgets the state schools
are asking for, and a firm directive
to hold the line for next year's
budgets at the levels of 74-75 will
force the Regents to toe the line.
Post-Education
The Regents'
has suggested
Subcommittee
raising the basic student fees at
RIC some 15 to 20 percent. At a 20
percent increase, tuition at RIC
would jump annually from $420 to
$504 for Rhode Island residents,
and out-of-state students would be
required' to pay a $92 increase over
this year.
Speaking to the Anchor last
week, Dr. Willard said budget
requests reflect necessary in-
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creases due to inflation. When
asked whether a tuition increase is
in the making, Dr. Willard said
that "provided inflation stays with
us, there is a certainty that (a
tuition increase) will be considered
as a means of solving budget
problems." The President emphasized, however, that his major
concern was that increases be kept
that
believe
"I
minimal.
everybody who has the ability and
the bent to go to college should be
able to go .... They shouldn't have to
do it through expensive· loans. The
state should take care of it. We
should keep tuition low so that no
one is deprived of an education."
Dr. Willard stated his belief that
costs would be kept as low as
The post-secondary
possible.
will
subcommittee
education
its budget recomdetermine
mendations to the Regents on
Thursday. At this point a tuition
hike of at least 10 percent for next
year seems certain: The question
remaining is how far above that
percentage the hike must go.

Willard Announces
New Dean
of Arts & Sciences

The appointment of Dr. Noel J.
Richards, 36, to the post of dean of
arts and sciences at Rhode Island
•College has .been announced by
RIC president, Dr. Charles B.
Willard. The appointment of Dr.
viceassociate
I Richar<;ls,
:::: I
•
for academic and
chancellor
student affairs at the University of
Wisconsin at Whitewater, concludes a search begun February 1
l;llf Dr. Charles B. Willard, President meeting with Governor Noel on when Dr~~Ridgway F. Shinn, Jr.,
I
this topic he was quite persuasive I former dean of arts and sciences at
I Rhode Island College
We at Rhode Island College are !;lj
Mr. Albert Carlotti, Chairman
in his explanation of the action I RIC was elevated to the vice:~:Board of Regents for Education perhaps particularly sensitive to::::I Mount Pleasant Avenue
the change made in the present:::: I Providence, Rhode Island 02908 taken by his office in structuring I presidency for academic affairs.
::::111 Valentine Circle
the total package of capital
instance, because the priority:::: I
'.❖
of Gettysburg
A graduate
02886
nd
development that he 1·n no way I College, Dr. Richards earned his
1Dear Dr. Willard:
:;.:
listing of capital development::::••••
~::Warwick, Rhode Isla
program requests approved by the:::: I Thank you for your letter of April intended to disrupt the procedure I MA at Duke University and his
:~)
I 26, 1974 indicating your personal established by the Board. He I Ph.D. from the University of
Regents and the Division of the !:l:
.
~~
I concerns and those of the Co~cil considered his action as supportive I Wisconsin-·at Madison.
Budget in the Department of :l:;
j~Dear Mr. Carlott, •
:::; I know that you and the B~a7d of Administration included the Rhode:::~I of Rhode Island College regardmg to the Boards' process. · In any I
A specialist in 19th Century
:l:i!legents have been the recipients Island College addition to Roberts :l:;I the capital develo~ment bon_d event, I readily Support the con-1 British History, be was awarded an
present
our
of
espec1:3lly as 1t tinuation
:::::m recen~ d~ys of ~ _number of Hall ($1,500,000)as the next item:::: I referendum,
N.D.E.A. grant to study in England
con- procedures.
to educational
:::::commumcat10ns adv1smg you on for which financing should _be::::I relates
for his· doctoral thesis rese~rch in
Also, it is my feeling that you and
~:~ the most advantag~ous sta~ce for sought. Obviously, this is bumped:::: I struction. I shall attempt to give
1966.
:~:the Regent~ to ta~e m handlmg the by the addition of $1,400,000to be~;: you my views as an individual your colleagues can be assured
At the University of Wisconsin,
::::problem of mclus10n of the Mackal used for a - University of Rhode:::: I Regent and shall place the letter on that the Regents' procedure will Whitewater he has been. responl:l:Forum bond _request with the Island facility, which is not one of !:l:I the communications item of the provide for a continuous review of sible for a variety of planning and
capital development projects and
development the l6 items on the priority listing:::: I Board agenda. 1
capital
::::regular
administration functions. He has
::::program bond request of the Board for 1974-75. At Rhode Island:::: I First, let mt: explain that the such a process will involve the full chaired several University-wide
::::of Regents. Members of the faculty College, we would like to feel that:::! I capital development program is a participation of all our Regents'
committees and has worked exlllla~ Rhode Island Co~lege have the present action does not lll:I statew!de _program with final components - university, college, tensively with the deans in all
:~:discussed the matter with me, and jeopardize the high priority status~:::I determmat10n as to ~he p~oposed junior college, and department areas.
I bond ~eques~ restmg m the thereby minimizing any potential
:l:la g_roup of them th_rough the of the addition to Roberts Hall on ~l:!
At RIC he will assume direction
:;~Chairman of the Council of Rhode the approved list of capital:::~ I Exec_utive Office. _The ~oard. of of "bumping" as noted i:l your
of the arts and sciences division
::::Islan_d College, Dr. _Ellswo~th development programs in highef:::::I Regents, through its dehb_erat1ve letter.
which is constituted of fourteen
I know that this brief response
:::::I process of priority settmg or
~~ Starrmg, have commumcated with education.
academic departments with more
··projects subJ?itted by !he in- only scratches the surface of the
!:l~
l~pou on the matter.
than 200 faculty members. RIC's
:::~ stitutions of higher educat10n and number of concerns you raised, but
. .
:~
faculty numbers 362.
its I do want you to know that I have
makes
As _I have ~ndic~ted, I do not ::(tI the department,
There were 185applicants for the
~:: My personal concerns for the quest10n the smcenty or the well-:::;I recommendations to the Governor every confi!)ence in our present
position. Six candidates were
C?llege_ center more around the meaning of the action that has been ~l~ I as do other departments of State operation and support its con- brought to the RIC campus _bythe
~~ d1srupt10n of the br~erly process taken. It is not really prol?~r-for me::~ I government. The point to be made tinuation. I shall forward your
search committee during the
:~ that has been established for the to comment on the smtab1lity of the:::: I here is that the Regents are not the letter to the other members of the
month of July and were introduced
I
of
know
may
they
that
preparation and forwarding of Mackal Project, and I _resp~ct the:(:: I final decision-making body in this Board so
to faculty and staff and presented
your position and your colleagues I at open forums where they were
§:!capital_ development recom- judgment of the ymver_s1ty of l:l:I matter.
I
and ::::I I thoroughly concur with you in in this issue.
~ mendations to_t~e R~gents an? to Rhode Island adm111_1strat10n
by members of the RIC
I questioned
Sincerely,
the state a_dn:11mst;atio~.I believe the Bo~rd_ofRegent~ m the matter.!::: I your assessment that the Regents'
community.
I Chairman of the search comAibert E. Carlotti,
the Comm1~s1oners Office and the I am, mc1dentally, m doubt as to~: procedure for surfacing capital
I mittee
Chairman
is
priorities
~ Budget O!f1ce have worked out a what effect on the total Bond Issue~: I development
was Dr. Mark Estrin,
.' Board.of Regents ·
In the Regents
and or_derly the inclusion of the Mackal Forum~: I satisfactory.
:~ very satisfactory
Ch~irman of the RIC English
-----------------------with those of us m the will have, although it would s~em ~:I
I1 procedure
department. Other members of the
colleges and members of the Board to me that the more logical§:••-were: Dr. Sarah
committee
·
.
·
·
:.'•,
~.,:,
-.:.
_::
_.
I'
t~e
keep
to
be
would
procedure
carefully.
fol\owed
have
Regents
of
~
of sociology,
professor
Curwood,
ij I am sure that the prrsent forum issue separate, My mam
chairman
Foltz,
Charles
Professor
•
disruption of this procedure was concern, however, is that we,-!: 1:
education
of the secondary
feel reaffirm our policy of following thej ;~
I
and
• well-meaning,
department, Dr. Philip McClinreasonably sure that it will not procedure in capital developmentl !
tock, associate professor of music,
: , serve as a precedent for si!Ililar recommendations that has _be_enj ~,. ·,..., ~"~.:.-.
Ms. Delores Passarelli, student
efforts in the future. I do wish to established and that the pr10ntY:§ .,... • •.•-.·.:.';:,
Professor Peter
representative,
__
:
upon:;~
agreed
been
. express my view and that of the listing that has
professor of
assistant
Piccillo,
:~:administration of R?ode I_sland be respected until it is changed by:i c- . • • ···' •
history and Dr. James Sedlock,
•·
:~ •
:~ College: we have ~onfldence m the the established process.
of
professor
assistant
;::: t.,_•--.;_·_,·._:··.
Best wishes.
:~:procedure for capital development
mathematics.
~: r-,:
recommendations _that h~s. bee!1
·Dr. Richards is married and the
• •·
:::: • •
Sincerely yours,
• developed and put mto practice; 1t
father of four children. His wife,
Barbara, holds a BS in Nursing
His
from Duke University.
children are Anne 10, Susan 8,
David 5 and Steven 2.
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Grades
Summer is a time for most of us
to relax, lie jn tbe sun and forget
about school, homework and
exams. However, a growing desire
to graduate as quickly as possible
prompted me to take a couple of
courses required for my major.
Nevertheless, I looked forward to
attending a summer session. I
assumed the classes and general
pace would be more relaxed and
less· formal. This assumption
proved to be only partially correct.
Despite several drawbacks with
summer classes, one unforeseen
dividend was that there appeared
to be an abundance of instructors
about. Whether or not the sun
brings them out I could not say.
Considering how well hidden they
are during the regular school
season I seized this unexpected
opportunity to . discuss several
topics with them which I feel are
important.
A particularly
interesting
and engaging conversation took _place betwe~n

Fascism?
, by John Perisco

myself and a new philosophy instru<;tor. Jt is, I think, worth
sharing with my fellow students.
The issue we discussed was the
role and function of grades in a
university.
R:ather than attempt to elaborate
Ms. Sheri Smith's position under
any pretense of being objective. I
shall merely state that she believes
grades' are an important part of a
teacher's .resources. She thinks
they provide a vehicle through
which feedback can be transmitted
to the student. This feedback
(grades) enables the student to
recognize
his strengths
and
weaknesses. The student is thus
permitted to adjust his goals and
commitments accordingly.
-Such an argument is utter
It
is a naive
nonsense.
rationalization serving to justify
one of the worst abuses students
must suffer. Only an individual
with a vested interest could offer
and, worse, beliive such an ex-
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** Condensed
*
**
*
**

Vita on Noel

J. Richards*

Personal Data

.

Born: 1938
Married, four children
Home: Janesville, Wisconsin
Field of Special Interest: 19th-Century British History
Education

Ph. D. (History), 1968,University of Wisconsin - Madison.
M.A. (History and Political Science), 1961, Duke University.
B.A. (History and Political Science), 1959, Gettysburg College.

**
**

i

Experience
iL
University of Wisconsin - Whitewater, 1964- present
7'
,tiA. Associate Professor of History .:...taught British and European*
History courses at all levels of instruction; work on departmental committees on salary, promotion and tenure.
B. Administration
··1971- present: Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic and
Student Affairs. Extensive experience in aca_dem!cand s~u_d~nt
~ • affairs and University outreach ~s deputy of~icer m the D1v1s10n
~
of Academic and Student Affairs. Work with College Deans,
Dean of Students and Graduate Deans in all areas, including
personnel; member of _Chadcellor's Cabinet and Council.*
Specific Responsibilities:
*
a. Line Officer for academic support areas including Library.,
Instructional Media Services, Placemt:nt Services, Area*
'
Research Center and Academic Counseling.
*
b. Academic Planning: Chairman of University Curriculum*
Committee and responsibility for coordinating of T~n Year Plan
of the University.
•
c. Chairm~n of severa~ Upiversity-wide commit!ees inclu~ing*
Committees to examme procedures of academic Counselmgij.
Credi.t.through Examination and Taskforce to examine the nee~ .
for a College of General Studies. Numerous other Comniitt .
assignments.
1969-71:Assistant Dean, College of Letters and Sciences.
1967-68~Director of Project Upward Bound
•
1964-66 Assistant Registra_r and Admissions Coupselor, 75 per cent
of tnne, History Department, 25 per cent.
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planation. There is sufficient
evidence which proves that over
and beyond any positive effects
grades may hav:e. the side effects
are detrimental to bbth intellectual
and socio-cultural life.
It is not to be thought, however,
that teachers shoula be convicted
of conspiring to destroy people.
Their culpability stems from
ignorance and fantasy rather than
from any malevolent desires. Still
this does not release them from
responsibility.
The grading system perpetuates
the status quo. Watergate, My Lai,
ITT, and.Vietnam can all be linked
not only with the Nixon establishment but also with the academic
system that prevails in America
today. The backbone and strength
of this latter edifice rests entir-ely
in the grading system. Grades and
all those who uphold their usage
support imperialism abroad and
fascism at home. There is no
gradient between grades and
fascist imperialism. Any form of
interference with the rights of a
nation
or individual
when
superimposed
by a nonrepresentative elite can only be
justified by the barbaric law of the
stronger. This is fascism!
Just as Nixon had secret and
important information which he
could claim condoned his actions,
so our worthy instructors in their
selfsame egoism maintain that
students have neither ,access to
critical knowledge nor the intelligence
to question
their
motives. We should trust them; for
everything they do and say is for
our own good. If they administer
exams, this is to make certain that
we have • assimilated their allimportant facts. If they fail some
of us who haven't learned what
they thought was important or who
disagreed with them, rest assured
this is for our own good.
What college student is there, between 18 and 60 years of age who
could entertain pretensions of
being able to decide for himself
what he must know or how much he
has learned? No, they must forbid ,
this. Without the prerogative to
deci_dethese issue~ the academic
system would be· p\lwocless. This
would be quite untraditional, for in
our land every system - whether
governmental,
financ'ial,
militarist, or academic· - thrives
on the usurpation. of power.
This is not a matter to be taken
lightly. in a country which
preaches democracy and equality
the truth is that each of these
systems in their respective sphere
of incluence remains absolute and
unchallengeable. Each of these
institutions has the right to decide
who shall live and who shall die;
• whether this be merely in terms of
physical or economic life the
difference is trivial. The important
point remains that this power
comes from the top and flows
downward. It is dispensed by the
ruling hierarchy and received by
the people; i.e., students, G.I.'s,
and workers. There are·· no
Con't. Pg. 5
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"Disestablishment of the Anglican Church in England and in
,Mthe Late 19th Century: Reasons for Failure," Journal of Church
and State, Spring, 1970.•
_
Book Review, Journal of Church and State, Winter, 1973.
Article ~n British Journal of __
Ed~cational Stu_dies,June, 1970.
Article
Journal of Ecclesiastical History, January, 1972.
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Administration Welcomes
Class of 1978
President Willard and top RIC
administration figures welcomed
the Class of 1978last Sunday, in a
convocation assembly for the new
freshmen and their parents in
Walsh Gymnasium. In a program
led by the Vice President for
Student· Affairs, Donald Hardy,
introductions were made of eleven
administration figures who were
present on the podium. Remarks
were then delivered
to the
assembly by the Director of
Admissions at RIC, John Foley,
followed by welcoming addresses
from both the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, ·Dr. Ridgway
Shinn, and the President of the
College, Dr. Charles Willard.
Mr. Foley presented findings on
the makeup of the new class, which
is the third largest class in RIC's
history. The class boasts a
thousand plus -total, with females
still outnumbering males almost 3
to 1. 103are from out of state, and
23 are foreign students. 5 percent
are from minority groups and 2
percent are veterans. Mr. Foley
said that 80 percent of the new

class chose RIC as their first
college choice. The class even has
a grandmother who graduated
from high school in 1946; she's
after a Bachelor's Degree in RIC's
nursing program.
Both President Willard and Dr.
Shinn emphasized the benefits
which RIC offers to those who seek
them out. "This is a greater college
than anyone realizes," Dr. Shinn
stated, and he entreated freshmen
to pur~ue "tlie art of questioning"
in an intellectual setting. He
stressed that the College offered a
wide range of subjects in which to
"focus" questioning. President
Willard, in a speech touched with
humor and good wishes, called on
th~ class to "be aware of the good
that is here." President Willard
also called on the entering
student's parents to support the
. upcoming November· educational
bond referendum which has an
expansion of RIC's library as its
first priority.
A reception in Donovan for the
and their parents
freshmen
followed the assemblr in Walsh.

Dr. Willard addresses the assembly for new students and their
families on Sunday, Septel!lber 8. Freshman enrollment at RIC is up 5 per
cent and transfer enrollment has increased nearly 4 per cent over last •
year. More than 2000people attended the open~ng events for new students
on Sunday.

R.I.C. Photo by Gordon E. Rowley-

Remarks by Dr. Shinn to
Sundays Freshman Convocation
Dr. Wiliard, Colleagues, Entering
Students, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I add my word of welcQme to
those already extended to entering
students. We are delighted that you
are here, that you have made the
decision to pursue additional
studies, and that the result of that
decision is for you to enter Rhode
Island College. This is a great
college, greater in all ways than
many people inside it and inside
the state realize. During Encounter we tried to give you some
information about the college to
help you understand something of
It
will be
its greatness.
strengthened, as well, as each new
student participates fully in it.

questioning does require the
disciplines of work.
This College provides a wide
range of areas in which you can
focus th~ art of questioning:
literally from anthropology to
zoology. The General Studies
program provides for breadth and
for exposure to the methods by
which scholars raise questions in
the broad fields of knowledge:·
Humanities, Mathematics and
Sciences, Social and Behavioral
Sciences. The College provides
many fields for th~ application of
knowledge: teaching, nursing,
social services, public services,
and the like. The curriculum
structure has opportunity for
students to put questions together
The central purpose and the around a theme and, in fact, design
central task of this institution. - a ten .or twelve course conthe reason for buildings, for centration, tailored to a set of
budgets, for faculty, for staff - is specific interests. All programs
. to provide the setting for in- are carefully designed; the degree
tellectual
activity.
Higher to which you find them satisfactory
education is an intellectual en- depends, in large measure, on how
•terprise. We need all the inquiring quickly you master the art of
minds we can possibly generate in questioning.
our society.
I welcome you to this intellectual
•
enterprise. I encourage you to
One of the characteristics of the become skilled questioners: let me
intellectual is that he has mastered assure you that we need answers to
the art of questioning. We invite all some of the critical, current
entering students to join the rest of questions such as inflation or
us in learning more about the art of energy or world hunger as well as
questioning. To ask a hard, rather to the enternal questions such as
than merely a trivial question, the nature of man or the purpose of
requires preparation: you have to life or the ethical bases for living.
do the _}Vork
to put the question into If I can help--youin any way in your
its proper context. That work can intelllctual search ·as you master
be done in classes or in libraries or the art of questioning, do feel free
in studios or in laboratories or in to call on me. I am glad that you
studies at home but the art of are here at _Rhode Island College.

f
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decisions to be mediated by us in to be more than briefly mentioned.
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* said, "Power concedes nothing
* withoutastruggle;itneverdidand
# it never will." Just as there were
those who carried the struggle
~O?M T?RENT: In qmet home,
against Nixon and against the war.
hm1ted kitchen use. $13 per week.# in Vietnam, there must be those of
Near_college, includes utilities and* us wi~h the courage to c~~llenge
parkmg. Ex~hange of references.*
the hitherto res_pected rights of
Female apphc~nts pref_erred. Ask* teachers to dispense grades.
for Mrs. Marian Robmson. 353By comparison this may seem
l694, 28 Cresant Dr., No. Prov.
absurd, but rest assured grades
* are merely an innoculation for the

'

*
** bicycle
F_OR SALE: Chiorda 5-speed operating condition. $200 or best
in good condition. $50 or offer by Sept. 14. Ext. 488 (RIC) or
** best
offer by Sept. 14. Ext. 488 934-1105after 5 p.m. Ask for Dale.
<RIC) or 934-1105after 5 p.m. Ask FURNISHED ROOM in private

**
*

* respect to the dosage, dispersal Of course cheating would be
# :;:::r~~~~~itv~~~~!~ 1~:~:-0?~~~
:~~~t~:d~h:~~~~~e~~u~~i:e!~~~~
** our
only recourse is to resist. bear more resemblance to what
Frederick Douglas very wisely was needed in life, students could

for Dale.
.
home; cooking facilities: parking
FOR SALE: 1966 Olds. Fair con- and all utilities. 353-3038or 231dition. Engine in very good 1343.

.
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follow their
own interests,
creativity would blossom, one
would learn at his or her own pace,
credit could be given for actual
experience, learning could move
into the community and the list
could go on for pages. In short,
education would become more
than the rote memorization of
trivial and inconsequential facts, whose only merit is that they are
easily shaped into a test which can

***********************************************~
abil_it~ to In
accept
more
be even more easily graded by
school
we ·import_ant
are bemg athen
computer.
decisions.

THE BOOKSTORE:

Busy

for the Next Two Weeks

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
mair order catalog. Enclose$1.00
to cover postage(deliverytime is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE,
INC.

Parliament

Sponsors

Free
Lawyer Service
A Parliament-sponsored lawyer
service for students is scheduled to
start this semester on an experimental basis. Ken Haupt,
President of Student Parliament,
said that the service is open to all
students of the RIC campus who
need or want legal advice.
The lawyer whose services are
being engaged is John Heinz, a
graduate of RIC and a former
President of Student Senate. He
has a good deal of background in
legal
activities
concerning
education. He will be on the RIC
campus for two hours every week,
during the free periods on Wednesday, and if the demand for his
services is great enough, Mr.

systematically selected for our
ability to keep our mouths shut,
parrot the right responses, respect
authority and obediently accept
any shit our superiors may hand
out. Training such as this produces
puppets like Lt. Calley, Charles
Colson, Gen. Westmoreland; and
certainly Adolf Eichmann was the
product of such obedience training.
There is no question of whether
grades are good or bad, whether
people need feedback or not. The
only question we must decide is
whether or not such feedback
should be involuntary and punitive.
Should college be a place for
learning, or punishment? No individual whom I do not deem
responsible should be allowed to
tell me how much I know or
whether my knowledge is valid and
adequate. My standards should
remain inviolate. The burden of
disproof should remain with
whatever agencies desire my
services. People must be allowed
to demonstrate their capacities on
the job. If my services and abilities
are inadequate,
the actual
demonstration
of this
incompetence will compel my return
to further study and education.
The advantages of abolishing
grades and diplomas are too many

11941WILSHIRE
BLVD.,SUITE#2
LOSANGELES,
CALIF.90025
(213)477-8474or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

To conclude, I should warn that
one can never
expect our
·professors to support the abolishment of grades and diplomas. As
long as academic is supported by
its infrastructure of mandatory
courses, mandatory knowledge,
and mandatory grades, thousands
of worthless incompetent
instructors are assured of their jobs.
The minute we abolish this they
must either produce or leave.
Let this article serve to make all
our professors aware that if they
support grades they support
fascism. Let our student bodv also
be aware that if they are opposed
to fascism they must also oppose
the grading system and those
professors wi10 would administer
it.
Finally, hear the words of Benito
Mussoliti in an excerpt from Th~
Doctrine of Fascism:
Fascism, in short, is not only a
lawgiver and a founder of institutions, but an educator and a
promoter of spiritual life. It aims
at refashioning not only the forms
of life but their content - man, his
character,
and his faith. To
achieve this purpose it enforces
discipline and uses authority,
entering into the soul and ruling
with undisputed sway.

for those special problems .

• •

Haupt ways that the service will be
expanded. If any· student has a
pressing problem and cannot wait
until the usual Wednesday hours,
an appointment will be made with
Mr. Heinz in his office. Everything
takes place confidentially and in
strict privacy with absolutely no
names being recorded.
Mr. Haupt said that the Student
Parliament is trying to perform a
service with this program because,
he thinks, many students may have
problems
which
could
be
straightened out by a simple talk
with a lawyer. He added that, so
far, only one complaint has been
received concerning
the exp~nditure for the service.
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FREE LEGAL ADVICE
to

ALL R.I.C. STUDENTS
Co-opPlaygroupOpens
The co-op Playgroup opens its
third year at Weber Hall basement
with a program
of guided
educational play and plans for a
wnrk-study program with early
childhood ed. majors. A certified
preschool teacher, Vivia!} An-

nicchiarico, has been engaged. The
program is free to RIC students,
faculty, and staff. It is open 9-4
Monday through Friday. Parents
provide their children with lunch.
For more information, call them at
EXT. 480.

EVERY
WEDNESDAY
- 2:00to 4:00 p.m.
Student
ParUament
Office- Student
Union- Room
,200
Mr. Johnt,I.Hin.es,
Jr.
Tel.Ext.518

Attorney
at Law
Appointment
Recomended
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•Speech Screening f9r Education Students

Pi;age

1974

An Open Letter

targum crossword

The current catalog stipulates needs a course at all; more than ·75
(p. 53)• seven pre-requisites for percent do not Students who do not
entrance into Student Teaching. pass are then directed into the
The fifth item in the list simply appropriate course which will help
~ays, '_'spefch. proficiency". The them
improve
their
comlack of an explanation to explain munications weaknesses or, in
what speech proficiency means some cases, they are helped with
has caused many students no end therapy in speech.
of grief and aggravation. I would
Secondly, credits are not earned
like to take this opportunity - to by taking the Speech Screening
explain this requirement.
test. Earning credits through
To begin, the Professional Ad- examination is designed •as a
missions Committee has a genuine substitute for particular courses.
concern t? make certain that those~ We have already indicated that the
who enter Student Teaching will Speech Screening test is not a
not have serious trouble in com- substitute
for any particular
municating with their classes, course and cannot, therefore be
• '
their Co-operating and Critic granted credit.
teachers, and their peers. Some
Thirdly, no one wants to- "trap"
sort of procedure was found to be students into taking any_ course;
necessary to locate and then . rather, the new curricula are
specially prepare those majors in designed to allow students as much
education with communication
choice as possible. In addition, the
problems. In cooperation with the _speech requirement as listed in the
Speech and Th~atre Dept., the -catalog says nothing about a
Speech Proficiency Exam was required course. If students can
developed and administered from demonstrate
that they are
1971 to 1974. _
proficient
in communicating
We soon discovered that the without taking a course, it would
name of the test caused much certainly be less cumbersome.for
confusion, and for the following them and for the Speech Dept.
reasons:
Finally, the Speech ScreE;Oing
1. many students thought that test is not difficult; it consists of an
one or more courses - Spe 200,Spe interview and a sight reading,
204,or Spe 201-substituted for the during which the interv1ewer
exam.
determines whether any serious
2. many thought that because the speech difficulties are present. No
exam was called a "proficiency", one
expects
polished
they would earn three credits by professionalism; rather, students
taking the exam,
need only to demonstrate that they
3. others thought that it was a communicate adequately.
devious device to trap students into
Beginning this past summer, intaking a speech course,
coming Freshmen will be tested
4. still others thought that during the Encounter program.
"proficiency" was synonymous However, some students were
with "excellence" and assumed admitted, transferred,
or rethat the exam was so difficult that admitted after the Encounter
they would not be able to pass it; Program
ended.
For these
therefore, they avoided it.
students and any upper-classmen
None of the above are true. In the in an Education sequence who.
first place, students should not have, for one reason or another,
take Spee 200 or Spe 204 to satisfy not yet fulfilled the speech
the requirement, unless they have requirement for student teaching, •
been directed to do so by the an additional block of time for·
Professional Admissions Com- testing has been set aside from
mittee or, in the case of some Septf:)mber 30 to November 15.
transfer students, by the Ad- Such students are encouraged to
missions office. Spe 200and Spe 204 sign up for a particular date and
are very different in substance and time as soon • as possible, since
the particular
problems of a there will be no additional testing
student may be overlooked'if he or until next summer. Sign-up sheets
she is in the wrong course. Instead, and additional information will be
taking -the Speech Screening Test available at Horace Mann 105, will determine whether the student beginning September 16.
'
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To The Faculty
13

Dear Colleague:
On September 4, 1974,after eight
1'7
months of negotiating,
yom
Negotiating Committee r.eachec
19
22
full agreement with negotiator!
representing the Board of Regent!
23
on the terms and provisions of c
comprehensive
one
yea1
27
30
Agreement.
This Agreement
concerns the salaries, -fringE
benefits, and other terms am
conditions of employment of ar
faculty a,t Rhode Island College. If
is subject to ratification by thE
Board of Regents and the eligiblE
membership
of the RIC-AF1
present at a meeting called for that
47
purpose.
An explanatory meeting of thE
51
RIC-AFT membership to discus~ 54
the terms and provisions of thE
Agreement will be held on Tuesda)
59
evening, September 9, 1974,at 7:()(
p.m. in Clarke-Science 125. ThE
61
Board of Regents is scheduled tc
ratify the proposed Agreement a1
© Edward Julius,
1974
its September 19th meeting. A
secret ballot vote by all RIC-AF1
43
Data
(abbr.)
12
"smiles
that
...
ACROSS
members will take place or.
happy": 2 wds.
47 Cassini
l Concealed from view 48 Ball clubs
13 Barrooms
Thursday, September 12, 1974
9 Kangarooand Blood 50 Frenzied
15 Pantyhose foe
between 1:00 and 4:30 p.m. in thE
(abbr.)
51 Assault
21 Library, e.9.
lobby of Clark~-Science.
14 ~ell-paid, easy
52 Small serving
24 GungaDin's creator
26 Spain's Dali or
The language of the proposec
Jobs
53 Silkworm
16 Nebraskan city
54 Gemstate
Sert
Agreement,
which
is
ap·
17 section
56 Previous pro28 Frame of mind
proximately 50 pages in length, h
18 Quiz show
prietor: 2 wds.
30 Relieves the
b)
edited
currently
being
·pressure
59 One who refers to
participants
representatives of both parties
19 Cotton state(abbr.) 60 Gave a derisive
32 Takes care of:
20 Histori cal records - smile: 2 wds.
2 wds.
This is a time-consnming process
34 Introduction: Sp.
22 To and 61 Nantes nun
but when all changes have beer
35 Deny and refuse
2J Egyptian tambourine 62 Those 'whotry
finalized, full-text copies will bE
36 Buys (trades) :
25 Rope used to train
2 wds.
distributed to llll fac~ty. In thE
horses
DOWN
-38 Branch of physics
26 Prefix: Mars
meantime, we believe that thE
27 "The ..__ fa 11i ng
l Annual awards
39 Ocean trade route:
summary which will be provide<:
2 Hebrewpoet
2 wds.
down": 2 wds.
the faculty on Tuesday evening wil
42 Hamsit up
29 Pertaining to the
3 Pete
44 Penalty, in Paris
Ring operas
4 French pronoun
be explicit enough to enable you tc'
45 Raise (infin. form)
31 Units of type
5 Fiddler crab
understand
with clarity
thE
46 Minis and maxis
(abbr.)
6 Bucolic
Agreement -reached and enablE
49 Germanadmiral and
33 Tranquilizers
7 Before this time
you to render a decision or.
family
34 Prefix: ancient
8 Miss Durbin, et al.
52 Click beetle
37 Dwell
9 Keystone ratification.
38 Decision makers
10 Societ,y of doctors 55 Exclamation
The Negotiating and ExecutivE
57 pro nobis
40 judicata
(abbr.)
Committees of the RIC-AF'I
58 Unit of weight
41 Playwright Williams 11 Sauteed
recommend
with confidencE:
ratification of the Agreement to thE
RIC-AFT membership.
Sincerely yours,
..
Negotiating or Executive
~--=- . - _,:
...
-;·-·.·:
Committee Members:
'
Donald Averill
~
Jason Blank
Peter Glanz
-·-$_=;.
Neil Gonsalves
Victoria Lederberg
.::.··
Earl Stevens
1111111111111111111111m111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111I
Joyce Reisner ,
Philip Whitman
James White
l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r111111111i111111111n111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111:
Robert Young
§
_
with which both parties can live. I the proposed agreement. This ~
R.I.C. AFT R.eaches
believe that .. both parti~s. have meeting wi~lbe held at ~ time and§
·proceeded with very positive at- place to msure maximum at-$
Contract Agreement
titudes toward achieving that goal. tendance. At that time a summary§
.
The agreement reached at the of the porposed agreement, which
With Re~ents •.
bargaining table will not be a one- in many respects will be similar to§
shot transaction where the parties the present agreement, will be §
The RIC AFT Negotiatin!
-=,
.
will walk away from each other distributed to the membership. A 5
after agreement has been reached. copy of the entire proposed i Committee reached agreemen
On .behalf of the Rhode ls~and education and is charged with Both ·sides will have to live with agreement will be available at the § last week on the terms of a ne"
College ~hapter of the American making a recommendation for that each other after the agreement has RIC-AFT Office. All members, § contract for faculty members a;
RIC. The agreement with thE
Federat10n . of T~achers, Y?ur position to the Board of Regents. A been reached.
including cew faculty who join the
;; repr~se!1tahv~
m collective problem involving the payment of
At the present time nogotiations RIC-AFT, will be asked to ratify 5 Board of Regents calls for a fow
percent across-the-board pay hikt
§ negotiations with _the Board - ?f paychecks to 38 summer session are at a very delicate stage, but I the proposed agreement shortly and a 5.23 percent increase ir
1.Regents, I woutd hke to take this faculty members was resolved to am hopeful that we will be able to 'thereafter in a secret ballot.
annual increments and merit pay
opportunity to welcome return!ng the satisfaction of the RIC-AFT resolve the few outstanding issues Collective negotiations is a never
Dr. Donald C. Averill, president ol
faculty back to the Coll~ge, and to throuth the work of the Executive directly. In the give-and-take ending process.
the RIC faculty union which claim~
extend a warm greetmg to new Committee and the cooperation of process necessary in order to Should the RIC-AFT mem348 members on campus, told thE:
facul_ty.
Vice-President Ridgway F. Shinn, reach a settlement some proposals bership vote to accept the terms of
Anchor that the agreement will
This has been a busy summer for Jr. I had the honor of attending the will be abandoned others will be the agreement it will signal the end
benefit junior faculty memben
the RIC-AFT, especially f~r ~he 58th annual convention of the AFT compromised,
others will be of one phase of collective
most, giving them an 11 percenl
members
of. the negohatmg in Toronto. The Convention elected agreed upon, and others will be bargaining and the beginning of
Committee - Victoria Lederberg, a new national president arid improved upon. Once this process the other, to wit, policing_ and = increase when a $650 annual pay
increment is totaled into their
Chief Nogotiator, Neil Gonsalves, Edward McElroy, president of the has been completed it will be enforcing
the terms of the
salaries.
Earl Stevens, Ebilip Whitman, Rhode Island Federation
of necessary
to ret~rn to the agreement to make sure that the
The agrement must be ratified
Robert Young, and yours truly. ·Teachers, our state affiliate, was bargaining table to put into con- membership obtain what they have
by union members before it can go
Before turning to the subj~ct of elected a vice-president.
tract language the idea or concepts been promised. On the other hand,
into effect. A secret ballot thie
negotiations, however, I would like
upon which a tentative settlement if the membership should vote to
afternoon
will decide the outcome.
to say something about other ac- - Turning once again to collective has been reached. When this stage disapprove
of the proposed
s
tivities of the RIC-AFT thi-s negotiations - the process of is completed, the Negotiating agreement, we will return to the
summer
The Constitutional negotiations has been more dif- Committee will ·ask the Executive bargaining table, and possibly to
Revisions Committee, consisting of ficult this year because of the bleak Committee to give its approval, it m~diation.
Philip Whitman, chairman; John economic outlook. Complicating will be committed to stand by the In closing I would ,like to say that
S~pinleyt; ,a~,~-,:\}ene Silver, held this has· been a directive by _the agreement, to support it, and to •f(i as ~resi~ent of the RIC-AFT, ofl
sever~} -~eeti!rigs 1o dra~t a n~w ~over~or to all state agencies, sell it. Accordingly, all of its the. umon itself can be of any E
constitution for the consideration mcludmg the Board of Regents, subsequent steps will be directed assistance
to a new faculty =
ofthe m~xnbership, Myrl Herman that spending for each department toward
ratification
of the member with any particular
served faithfully on the advisory should not exceed 1973-74 ex- agreement.
problem at this time, please meet comµiittee from the Rhode Island penditures.
•
.
An explanatory meeting to the 11J.ein the lobby after the meeting
Federation· of Teachers which is
Our objective from the very RIC-AFT membership will then be or contact the RIC-AFT office.
Donald Averill,
interviewing candidates for the beginning has been to reach a held at which time our chief
position • of commissioner
of mutually acceptable agreement negotiator will discuss the terms 0 (
President, RIC-AFT
14
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Written in Israel - 8/74
by Janet Rothbart
Peering from their crumbling cities
the old men
who walk in robes of
perpetual sorrow
in memory of
wait long enough to see the
Hotel Hilton raise its easy towers
'over David's Citadel
The crepe women
in new hats press
their best prayers
into the wall,
in memory of
and bulldozers with the roar of delighted progress
dim the shofar's souding mourn
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A ram's horn, blown at the celebration of the Jewish New Year.

The gray of Today
is the guardic_:m
of a March afternoon;
the misty eye
of the horizon
shrugs its indifference

THE JARDINE STORES

to the closed-eyed man and

Land Without Works

half heartedly

By George McFadden

Victor Eugenides, after being
admitted to the house, was shown
in to the room where Mr. Jardine
sat peacefully in his easy chair.
The butler who had shown him in
quietly disappeared after performing his perfunctoral duties.
up,
looked
Jardien
Mr.
acknowledged Victor's presence
with a nod, and continued to
examine the Player that he was
smoking as if it had been some sort
of precious stone. Shortly, Mr.
Jardine rested the cigarette in an
ashtray and picked up an unmarked folder that was on the arm
of his chair.
"We have quite an experience
ahead of us today, Victor," said
Mr. Jardine slowly. "It seems that
you will finally have the opportunity to come with me to ...
how shall I term it .. . The Land
Where There Are No Words."
Cut to: The Land Where There
Are No Words: A busy street lined
with skyscrapers. The scene is
faintly reminiscent of downtown
Manhattan, the difference being
that it is absolutely silent. Victor
and Jardine enter into one of the
buildings through sliding glass
doors. They walk to one of the
several elevators, enter, and are
soon on their way to the top of the
building. (Observation deck, 68th
floor). They get out of the elevator
and proceed to one of the
telescopes set up on the observation deck. Jardien at once
starts to scan the city. He stops
suddently and motions for Victor to
look. Victor puts his eyes to the
telescope and sees a small section
of a street on which there is a welldressed woman walking and
several small, dirty children,
gaunt and pale with hunger,
following her. The woman walks
some distance and the children
start to pull at her fur coat, apparently out of desperation. The
woman pulls a small, silver pistol,
out of her pocketbook and shoots
the children. The pistol reflects the
sunlight. She kicks the children to
be certain that they are dead and
she then, continues on her way.
Victor turns from the telescope and
he is visibly shaken.
Mr. Jardine goes to the telescope
and once more starts to scan the
city. He stops, focuses, locks the
lenses into place, and motions for
Victor to look. The telescope is now

focused on an area in a small .park
where there are three old men,
standing, looking at each other.
One of them falls, clutching first at
his throat and then at his chest. His
hands slowly stop moving; he lies
silent. He is apparently dead. A
woman rushes into the field of
vision and drops to her knees at the
old man's side. The two other men
walk away with blank faces. Victor
turns away with a look of incredulity on his face.
Again, Jardine steps up to the
telescope, •scans the area, and
focuses. Victor automatically steps
up to the instrument this time and
looks into it. It is focused on a sort
of open air meat market on a
sunny, busy street. Upon further
observation, Victor sees that the
carcasses are not those of animals
but of humans. The arms and legs
have been cut off at the elbows and
knees and the epidermis has been
pulled off. The heads have also
been removed on some of the
careasses. Victor sees a butcher, in
one stall, take a whole carcass, put
it on two meat hooks, one under
each arm. The butc:ner then
proceeds to hack it in half with a
heavy meat cleaver.
large,
Finally, the carcass is split, with
each half hanging from one meat
hook. A small amount of blood
drips onto the sawdust on the floor
of the stall. The butcher removes
the two halves, takes another
carcass, and puts it on the two
meat hooks. Victor turns from the
telescope and starts to run to the
elevator. He tries to scream but, in
The Land Where There Are No
Words, it is impossible to make any
sound whatsoever. He gets to the
door of the elevator and scratches
at it. The door does not open and
Victor falls in a heap on the floor.
Mr. Jardine, having seen the
same sights ... in different times ...
in different places .. . not indifferent, walks over to where
Victor is lying and stands over
him. His face is calm. Slowly, his
lips form a faint smile. He presses
the button for the elevator and the
door opens. He helps Victor.into the
elevator and they are soon on their
way down to street-level.
The face of M!'. Jardine, with its
faint. sad smile. is all that Victor
can see. This image wavers as if it
were a reflection in a pool of rippling water.
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Life s9mewhat

falls behind a lazy lid.
rapid

dnl

stole by
and
waved a kiss
in remembrance
of the time with You.
dnl

Photos Taken in
Poland
by James Lastowski

w.
Geary's Sportspective

Anchors Away

Pro Football???

by Jimmy Gallagher

Well here we go again into that
mad time of year when the boob
tube dominates Sunday afternoons
and Monday evenings. Yes, pro
football is here once more to fill our
otherwise meaningless lives with
• action, heroics and above all the
controlled violence that most
human beings need to have if they
~re to remain just that, human.
This year we have a new league
(World Football). Gary Davidson
went out as is his worit and flooded
the market with another inferior
product. He has already brought us
World Hockey and the American
Basketball Association along with
World Team Tennis which as yet
cannot be judged.
All the WFL did was frustrate
the owners of the NFL franchises
and infuriate the fans of teams that
had a future based upon the young
players that they were acquiring in
the draft.
The question which l constantly
ask and have asked in the past
concerning
these counterfeit
leagues is where do they get the
kind of money it takes to successfully run this type of operation.
Every one of them runs deeply in
the red every year and yet they
come out and offer millions of
dollars to lure college stars into the
league. The answer is usually
backers - men who can afford to
lose money for ten years and then
gain it all back in 'the next fiv.e.
That's fine if it's the truth - fine
from a financial business standpoint. But that's just the catch. Pro
football is not a sport, it is big
business. It is listed as a business
by the congress of the United
States.
In baseball the owners either
gain or lose money on the individual operation of their club.
The only tim•e owners share in the
profits is at playoff and World
Series time. Not so in football. The
owners share all of the gate
proceeds equally. This leads to the
inevitable question, a question that
most football fans will not even
discuss because they are afraid to
discuss it. IS PRO FOOTBALL

As the Anchormen begin this year
Let's give support with many cheers.
For athletic policy and Dr. Donald Averill,
here's one resolution they'll never table.
Best of luck to lovers -of RIC Recreation.
John Taylor's program should be sensation.
With Pope Tony Crugnale, Whipple's fine frfend,
they'll have hours of fun which never end.
Now before we look at our. teams this upcoming year,
let me not forget Mr. Bill Cayer.
Socks, eqJipment, uniforms
Bill provides the best they've ever worn.
To the first sports this season, let me begin.
Here's hoping the soccer team gets the big wins.
Coach Bogda's psyched up, we can easily see
to improve last season'& record of 13 and 3.
A freshman goalie will bring many zeroes
Dominic, Danny, and Orlando will be among the heroes.
Mr. Ray Dwyer, cross country's new coach,
brings a winning tradition from Hendricken which is no joke.
Abounding in enfhusiasm which is hard to surpass,
the harriers will win him a championship ..
It won't be his last.
RIC's No. 1 runner who's here to stay,
it's Mr. Ray Danforth called, "Rocket Ray".
Mike Romano too will help us do IT.
and John Gullucci with lots of spirit. Next we have basketball and wrestling, too.
Wins for Coach Baird and Russ Carlsten won't be as few.
Elbert, Rueban, Ceasar, and Hooter
I'll bet this year Bud Goodwin's a good shooter.
A tournament bid they'll get we know,
because of 6'9" DiTomasso.
The matmen win,· too? How can you tell?
Just look at a sophomore named Ulrich Bartell.
Steve Tobia (118), George Webster (126) and
Lamb of God (Brian Lamb),·
They'll win one at a time. It won't be too hard.
Now there's the Stenmen both fall and spring.
Larry Gibson's pitches make the catcher's hand sting.
George Fleming's team in tennis will do okay.
winning the NESCAC and NAIA.
Art Bentley, the champ, puts RIC in there strong.
With Steve Matzner and the rest, little goes wrong.
The· RIC women in' sports, they represent us well.
·Jill ."Rodgers.and Lisa Gampp i~ basketball,
give those PC girls HELL!
In softball it's Lucy Scanlon and Rachel Mascena
As far as hitters go, there are none any meaner.
The gymnastics team, none work any harder.
Miss Marecsak, the coach, makes beginners feel prouder.
Maribeth Murray and Donna Sargeson,
put opposing gymnasts on the run.
Our trainers, Earl Perkins and Mike Masterson,
.
keep RIC athletes as fit as a drum.
Outstanding P~W frosh, you are very essential,
hope you work up to all your potential.
For many deserving athletes I didn't mention,
good luck to you, too.
Keep RIC in contention.

a

Soccer Schedule

.,

Soccer star Dom Petrarca.
Magician with his feet.

The
summer
Recreation
program finished its season the
FIXED? That is a question that first week in August at the end of
only the owners can answer. -They_ summer school. This was probably
obviously will not answer it but one of the best years the recreation
many of the signs point to that very program
has had since its\
fact. In most cases over the last beginning. The noon-time tennis
few years (in mainly the second program featured a round robin
half of the season) I have been able tournamel)t for both men and
to predict the various outcome of women.
Susan
Concard.
a
games, games that would have to graduate student, played her way.
be considered upsets. This was to the top of the tournament with a
done simply by looking at the perfect ,·ecord of six wins. Linda
various races for playoff spots. In a Mcomber,
another
gradual~
division that had a gap opening up student, placed second in the
in it often the top team was beaten tournament.
The men's round
on the next Sunday. Upsets over robin tournamer{t had two leagues
the last few years have become the with competition evenly- divided
rule rather than the exception. I between both leagues. Clyde
don't buy the fact that "any team Slicker, professor in the elemencan beat any other team on any tary education department, held a
given Sunday". The New Orlean· hot racket and proved to be a hard
Saints are not going to knock off man to defeat. The other league
Los Angeles, Dallas, and some had the "Bear" from the physical
other big power and then turn science department, Peter Glanz,
around and lose to New England, on top of his league. Dr. Glanz
Chicago and barely beat the brought back some of the old
Houston Oilers and convince me college tricks has he added spins
that it was a case of any given and twist and power shot to his
Sunday. ;\nyone who qelieves that game to give all comers a run for
deserves to pay 10 bucks for a their money.
ticket ana sit in the third deck of
The all college tournament
the end zone.
received excel1ent support and fine
weather. Susan Concard seems to
Professional
football is big keep her winning alive in the
business and all of us know that big women's Singles as she defeated a
business will do anything it can to strong field. Final match was 5-7,
make a buck. Why then are we so 6-2, 6-3 with Linda McComber as
blind to the fact that Pro football is runner up. Men's singles had Dr.
probably doing the same thing? It Peter Glanz defeating Professor
is run by businessmen, not sports- Imber in the finals. Women's
men (with a few exceptions) and is doubles had Concard and Taylor
just as apt to rip you off ·as are the defeating Glanz and Mccomber in
Oil companies (if you don't believe two sets. Men's doubles had John
they're ripping you off, you McComber defeating Taylor and
probably still believe • in Peter Henry 6-2, 6-1 in a well played
Pan).
matched for Mccomber
ancl
Maybe I'm wrong. I certainly Notarianni. The mixed doubles
hope so but I doubt if I am. This received some good participation
. year keep a re.cord of all the games in this tournament. Concard and
and scores. Keep track of the Derolf defeated
Bently and
division races and see if you can Scanlon 6-4, 6-4.
predict the major upsets. In some
The final tournament of the
cases you will be wrong. (They're years was called the "Root Beer"
• not stupid). But I'll bet that there tournament which is played among
will be at least two teams fighting the members of the recreation
it out for a division crown in three department that worked in the
of the divisions. Miami is too good summer program. Scanlon and
and the rest of the division is too Benley defeated Gallagher and
bad to fix it'and make it believable. Taylor in a pro set 8-4. This is the
first time since the beginning of the
tournament that Taylor has lost.

---------
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FALL
BASEBALL

+ NESCAC.Conference Game
Sept. 18, Wed. - Goham Portland+
Sept. 21, Sat. - Johnson St. College
Sept. 23, Mon. - Providence College
Sept. 26, Thu. - Connecticut CoHege
Sept. 28, Sat. - Western Connecticut
Sept. 30, Mon. - Bryant College
Oct. 9, Wed. -Eastern Connecticut+
Oct.11, Fri. -Mass. Maritime
Oct. 15, Tue. - Worcester St.
Oct. 19, Sat. - Salem st. College
Oct. 21, Mon. - Barrington College
Oct. 23, Wed. - Keene St. College+
Oct. 26, Sat. - North Adams St.
Oct. 30, Wed. - Fi~chburg St.

Summer Recreation
Had Good Tennis

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away

3:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
3:00

Begins

on Sept. 18
Rootbeer tournament tennis
champs. Singles winners Art
Bentley and Lucy Scanlon (RtoL).
Presenting awards (LtoR) are
Tony Crognale and Jim Gallagher.

Doubles winners. (L to R) John
Mccomber l\nd Frank Notarianni. _________

at 3:45
_

3:00
1:00
3:00

And his head. Photos by Jim
Lastowski.

Jlarri~rs J;:;im Gullucci <left) and Ray Danforth <right) running 8 miles plus on the first day of practice.

MoreyoungAmericansdie in drunk drivingaccidentsthan fromdrugs,
•
•combat,suicide,diseaseor anythingelse. .
• Don't drivedrunk, or let your friendsdriyedrunk,
or ride with drunk drivers.Please.

OTHE0R.
EACH
K. KILLING
DRUNSTOP
DRIVING
STOP
Maryland 20852 for informationon Drinking and Driving.
Write Drunk Driver,Dept X, Box2345, Roclcville,

.

